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Foreword 

As we publish this report - Voters' Voices, Community Concerns - Kosovo stands an the 
brink of its first truly democratic elections. For the first time, the people' of Kosovo have 
the opportunity to participate in a free, fair and open electoral process, and a truly 
proportional and representotive locol democracy. Power will be devolved, decisions 
will be decentralised ond the process of establishing me~Jningful self-government in 
Kosovo will have begun. And it will start where it should olways start - at.the community 
level. For if democrocy is obout anything, it is about responding to the concerns of 
local communities and the needs of the people who live in them. It is their concerns, 
their hopes and their problems that should drive politicians and dictate the course of 
political compaigns. Alter all, it is the voters who "call the shots" in a democracy. It is 
the governed, not the government, who ultimately decide. 

It is in this context, and in this spirit, that this report should be read - as part of the 
wider effort to highlight local issues and draw ottention to' the electorate's views. But, 
more specifically, to draw the attention of Kosovo's politicol candidates to the electorate's 
views. When the idea for this report wos conceived in the spring of this year by the 
OSCE Democratisation Department, it was intended, first and foremost, as way of 
initiating a discourse between the electorate and the politicians. It is our hope that 
such discourse will bring the two groups, and their agendcis, closer together. If we are 
successful, the parties will begin to respond to voters concerns with specific programmes, 
and voters will be offered a substantive choice in the ballot box as a result. 

In addition to expressing gratitude for the assistance from USAID, Community 
Improvement Councils and the Mother Theresa Society, OSCE would like to extend its 
thanks to all the people who contributed to this project and who volunteered their voice 
on behalf of the people of Kosovo. OSCE hopes this pubiication will. be widely read 
and of use to members of all political parties, local and international organisations, 
and of course the people of Kosovo. 

Daan Everts, Ambassador 

DSRSG/Head of Mission, OSCE Mission in Kosovo 
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Executive Summary 

This publication is the result of the OSCE Voters' Voices Proiect and presents the 
community concerns, perspectives and priorities expressed by over a thousand people 
across Kosovo. The goal of this project and publication is to encourage political parties 
and candidates to focus on concrete and specific issues of direct concern to Kosovar 
voters, and to give the electorate a tool with which to engage political candidates in 
discussions and debates that are informed, focused and constructive. 

To achieve this end, OSCE conducted aver seventy community meetings throughout 
Kosovo in which people were asked to prioritise the fifteen issues determined by the 
UNMIK Regulation on Self-Governance of Municipalities in Kosovo to be the competencies 
or areas of responsibility for elected municipal leaders, and then discuss in detail the 
five issues they identified as mast important. With few exceptions, the meetings were 
effective and the results clear and satisfying to those who participated. At times, broader 
political issues, such as the final status of Kosavo and the responsibilities or failures of 
the international community, did enter into discussions; however, most participants 

• proved eager and able to discuss in concrete terms how they wanted their elected 
municipal leaders to address their community concerns. 

Overall, the results convey a strang sense that the people of Kasavo are anxious to 
move forward, to became free of fear and violence, to see their society progress and to 
achieve a level of modernisation comparable with the rest of Europe. They are impatient 
and frustrated by the constraints they believe Kosavo's damaged and dysfunctional 
infrastructure have imposed upon the opportunities for economic and social 
development. Mare urgently, they describe the need to move beyond the daily struggle 
to get by with limited access to health care, education, employment opportunities, 
social and other public services they believe essential to leading' a normal life. 
Accordingly, the issues most often identified as "extremely important" ore health care, 
education, economic development and employment, water and social services, in that 
order. 

The issue most frequently raised as a top priority is health care. Specifically, people 
state there are nat enough hospitals or health clinics to serve the papulation, and that 
this problem is mast urgent in rural communities which frequently have none at all. 
Where there are health care facilities, they are overcrowded, improperly staffed, a;';d 
lack adequate hygiene, equipment and medicine. There is great concern about the 
rising cost of medical treatment, particularly drugs. Issues of women's health ore also 
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considered an important priority. Among the solutions proposed are the construction 
of more clinics in villages, subsidies to pay for drugs, increased levels of vaccination 
and health education programs. 

Education is the second highest priority and viewed not only as vital to conveying 
knowledge and skills to the yaung, but also as a foundation upon which modern, 
democratic and civilised societies are built. People consistently perceive a direct 
relationship between current problems with education and both unemployment and 
criminality among yeuth. Peeple acknewledge progress in scheel recenstructien, but 
state that the remaining destreyed scheels sheuld be rebuilt, new scheals censtructed, 
and all sheuld be provided with the equipment, supplies and facilities theught necessary 
fer a pre per learning envirenment. There is alse great Cencern abeut yeung peeple 
whe are disceuraged .or lack access te educatien, particularly students denied entrance 
te secendary scheel, children living in isolated rural cemmunities and women. There is 
censensus that educatienal standards sheuld be raised te those .of Western Eurepe, the 
perfermance .of teachers impreved, and the curriculum refermed, depoliticised and 
prefessienalised. Raising beth teacher salaries and acceuntability is identified as a 
first step te impreving the quality .of educatien. 

The need te increase empleyment eppertunities and impreve cenditiens fer ecenemic 
development are central among the concerns of Kosovors. As with education, 
unempleyment is .often viewed as a cause of a number .of secial preblems, including 
crime. Most people see economic revitalisation as essential for Kosovo to progress 
further. Facteries exist, they state, but most are net eperatienal and falling inte decay, 
and while Keseve has natural reseurces, they are net being expleited. Privatisatien, 
toxing foreign imports to protect local enterprises and attracting foreign investment ore 
viewed as key selutiens; hewever, a better-functiening banking system, pewer supply 
and other improvements in the overall infrastructure ore frequently identified as necessary 
to attract foreign investment. 

The lack .of drinkable water is raised as a serieus preblem threughout Kosove. Peeple, 
particularly in villages, describe the daily struggle te get by with limited access to water. 
Others observe the importance of water for animals, food production and industry. 
Centaminated .or unclean water is alse a majer preblem, which is .often believed a 
cause .of illness. A cemmen understanding is that the preblem is net a leek .of water, 
but rather alack .of the systems needed te cenvey the water where it is needed. ~The 
completion or construction of such systems, including those for irrigation, are the most 
cemmen selutions identified. 

The matter .of secial services, the fifth prierity, elicits straightferward respenses: "reinstate 
pensions, provide social assistance for widows, invalids, and orphans." People note 
the efferts UNMIK has made te previde these in need with seme assistance, but 
universally state that they are inadequate. The restoratien of pensiens and imprevement 
.of secial services are theught te be an urgent prierity. In additien te suppert previded 
through the UNMIK Centres fer Secial Werk, many suggest taxes sheuld be levied te 
gether necessary funds. 

Electricity is sixth ameng the list of prierities and a ·matter of cencern te virtually everyene 
in Keseve. Peeple .offer twe general arguments why a reliable energy supply is essential: 
first, it is theught necessary te lead .0 nermallife; secend, peeple see it as fundamental 
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and a prerequisite for economic development and attracting foreign. investment. To 
solve the problem, people state that large investments must be made to restore the 
power plants and power grid, experts employed to maintain the system properly, and 
that people must pay their electricity bills. 

Housing remains high on people's list of concerns, and there is a general belief that 
the pace of reconstruction is not what it should be. With winter approaching, the issue 
is discussed with urgency, particularly in the region of Peje/Pec where wartime damage 
was greatest. Those without homes of their own describe the uncomfortable and often 
unhealthy conditions they endure and the difficulties involved when large families are 
housed in one small dwelling. They express eagerness to rebuild their homes but are 
frustrated by a lack of materials or the means to purchase them. Therefore, they 
believe that the international community and elected municipal leaders should place 
greater emphasis on reconstructing homes before winter. 

The eighth priority is roads. The general sentiment is that without better roads people 
cannot easily' get from one place to another, and they cannot easily transport the 
goods, moterials and resources upon which they and the economy depend. Thus, like 
electricity, many believe economic development depends heavily upon the development 
and mointenance of an adequate road and transportation network. People also express 
concerns about increasing traffic problems. The solution identified is to have the roads 
repaired and for this work to be funded through taxation. . 

After roads follow environmental protection, garbage collection and sewage, respectively. 
, Concerns raised about the environment are often connected with public health risks, 

and solutions mentioned include increased public awareness programs and greater 
acceptance of personal and collective responsibility for protecting the environment. 
Garbage collection ranks tenth, but the issue receives a surprising number of written 
comments from people concerned about the issue. The key problems identified are 
use of communities as dumps, lack of garbage disposal or recycling options, threats to 
health and hygiene, and again, people's lack.of environmental awareness as well as 
damage to the environment itself. Sewage problems are likewise perceived as threats 
to health and the environment, and the solutions identified are better methods of 
disposol and construction of treatment plants. 

Minority Protection ranks twelfth among the fifteen community issues. While the issue 
ranks fourth among minority participants, after health, minority perspectives are 
addressed in a separate section. The primary emphasis in most discussions about 
minority protection is generally placed on the moral and ethical responsibility of all 
members of a society to safeguard the rights .and security of everyone, particularly 
those most at risk. Many identify the freedom and security of all as a prerequisite for 
the development of a democratic society, and. a number of people describe a sense of 
emotional exhaustion from the years of hatred and violence endured and express a 
wish to escape past tragedies and to embrace the idea of all people living in freedom 
and security. 

Although telecommunications and post, cultural activities and public transportation 
receive lower priority ratings than the other fifteen issues, it should be noted that many 
people often insist all fifteen issues are extremely important and that rating any as :'Iess 
important" is difficult. The shortage of telephone lines and lack of a widely-functioning 
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Rank ls=e 

1 Hoallh Care 
2 fdlKation 
3 Ecol'\Omi< D&ve!0I'f11ont/Employm'" 
4 Wat.r 
5 Social Services 
6 flcdriQty 
7 H"",I "'9 
8 Roads 
9 EnvirQnmqntol Proigdion 
10 GOIbolJO Collodion 
1 1 $0""'9" 
12 MInority Pt'ol~ion 
13 TO!QI;Ommuni<;;Qilorn; Qnd Pc$t 
14 Cullum! Ad1';11 •• 
15 Public Tronspor1 
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Scor. 
11·" "*'otl 

2.67 
2.62 
2.50 
2.35 
2.31 
2.30 
2.21 
2.02 
1.61 
1.67 
1.55 
1.52 
1.50 
1.38 
1.24 

postal system is a particular 
concern to those in villages as it 
makes contact with other 
communities difficult. Many 
people who address the topic of 
culture emphasise the life
enhancing and therapeutic value 
of activities such as sports, music 
and dance. These were thought 
to be of particular importance in 
guiding young people to develop 
in positive directions. Finally, 
public transportation is an 
important concern particularly to 
some who live in rural areas and 
who are frustrated by erratically 

functioning services. 



Introduction 

On October 28 'h of this year the people of Kosovo will have the opportunity to select 
their municipal leaders in a democratic election. Where democracy means government 
by the people, a representative democracy is where the people select members from 
their comm'unity to serve their collective interests. For such a system to work, the 
people must be informed about those who would represent them and what they would 
do once elected, and those elected must be committed and able to serve the interests 
of the people. Thus, the hope and challenge which accompany the birth of democracy 
are equally great. 

The purpose of Voters' Voices is, accordingly, to present candidates for municipal office· 
os well as the general public with the community concerns and priorities expressed by 
the people of Kosovo. More broadly, the intent is to encourage people to hold politicians 
accountable to their will, and, conversely, to challenge politicians to answer the people 
they would serve with clear and concrete proposals describing how they would address 
the most pressing concerns of their communities. 

To accomplish this goal, the OSCE Department of Democratisation launched an effort 
at the start of this year to gather information about issues of concern to voters and 
throughout the summer conducted over seventy community meetings across Kosovo. 
With generaus assistance from the USAID Office of Transition Initiatives, the affiliated 
Community Improvement Councils, the Mother Theresa Society, and a number of 
international and local organisations, more than a thousand people attended these 
meetings. Among those who participated were people of different ages, backgrounds 
and professions as well as groups of women, youth, farmers, Roma, Ashkali, Turks, 
Serbs and Bosniacs. 

The methodology for gathering information was reasonably straightforward. In each 
community meeting people were asked first to prioritise or rank into three categories of 
importance the fifteen issues determined by the UNMIK Regulation on Self-Governance 
of Municipalities in Kosovo to be the competencies or areas of responsibility for elected 
municipal leaders. After determining the five issues selected by the group as highest 
priority, participonts then discussed each of these five issues in greater depth and 
identified existing problems and possible solutions. Each person was also given the 
opportunity to raise concerns not listed among the fifteen issues and to provide written 
comments about his or her three top priorities. The fifteen issues, or competencies, as 
presented by the UNMIK regulation are as follows: 
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The general response of those who participated in these meetings was extremely positive, 
People exhibited a high level of civic involvement, appreciated the chance to be heard 
and were eager to participate in the process of building their democracy, Participants 
sometimes addressed larger political concerns, such as the final status of Kosovo, or 
discussed the responsibilities or failures of the international community, but most were 
eager to describe the specific problems and concerns in their communities and what 
they wanted their elected leaders to do about them, 

As the title suggests, Voters' Voices, Community Concerns expresses the ideas, opinions 
and perspectives of the people of Kosovo, and not those of OSeE or the editors of this 
publication, It should also be emphasised that while considerable effort has been 
made to gather a range of views that are broadly representative of the population and 
to present these views in a manner that is balanced, accurate and fair, this is neither a 
scientific nor demographic study, and the findings presented are not intended to resolve 
debate about community priorities; rather, they are meant to contribute substance, 
focus and weight to the importance of continuing such debate, 
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The Voters' Priorities 

Below are listed the fifteen community issues in order of urgency and importance to the 
people of Kosovo. To create this ranking, participants in Voters' Voices meetings rated 
each issue "extremely importantll (3 points), lIimportant" (2 points), or IIless important" 
(1 point). Ali ratings were then ~alculated together to produce a Kosovo-wide average 
score for each issue from 1 to 3. Thus, health care is highest with an average score of 
2.67 and public transportation lowest with 1.24 . 

. 

Score 
Rank IlUiue (1-:1 sca.lo) 

1 Hoolth Caro 2.67 

2 Educ,,~on , 2.62 

3 Economic Dovolopmont/Employmcnt 2.50 

4 Wot.lr 2.:15 . 

5 Social Se",ico$ 2.:11 

6 Electricity 2.:10 

7 Housin9 2.21 

8 Rood. 2.02 

9 Environmental Protection 1.81 

10 Garbage Colie<;tion 1.67 

I 1 Sewage 1.55 

12 Minority Protection 1.52 

13 Teie(;OIllnlUutco1iOlls and Post 1.50 

14 Cvll\lml Activities 1.38 

IS Public Tf<lIlsport 1.24 
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1. Health Care 

In the I'Wages alld even ill TOWIlS, people are .\·'ufferingjinn! diseases which IUll'C beell forgotten 
by the clI'ilised world. 

Doctor, Prishtina/Pristina 

Health care is the issue mast often identified by the participants as a top priority, and, 
more broadly, as a prerequisite for a functianing society. Because af the great impartance 
people place on health and health care across Kosovo, they are extremely vocal about 
the shortcomings they see in the current health care system, and improvements they 
would like to see implemented. Specifically, people are concerned about the inadequate 
state of Kosovo's hospitals and clinics - outdated or non-existent equipment, poor 
hygiene and overcrowded facilities - as well as the difficulty of accessing health care 
services in villages. Participants feel unable to pay the high costs of medicine or visiting 
doctors during their private practice hours. They also believe that doctor's salaries are 
too low in relation to the vital function they perform. 

Preventative medicine and more health education are also raised as important issues. 
Individuals feel that many of the health problems in Kosovo are caused by inadequate 
sanitation; they want higher levels of vaccination for their children a·cd public information 
campaigns on disease prevention. Additionally, the issue of unw'anted pregnancies is 
raised. It is estimated that only one percent of Kosovo's population uses modern 
contraceptive methods, and some hospitals are reporting as many abortions as births 
each day. I Many women believe there is a need for increased women's health education 
in general and outreach programmes targeting rural areas. 

Hospitals and Medical Equipment 

An issue frequently raised is that regional hospitals and clinics are missing basic 
equipment, and when it is available, it is often thirty years old or more. General 
maintenance, people in Gjilan/Gnjilane agreed, is poor and there· are few spare parts 
when equipment breaks down. As an economist from Peje/Pec notes, "there is a dire 
need for more modern hospitals and equipment. I don't want to be forced to leave 
Kosovo every time I need anything more than the m<;st simple treatment." These 

1 Helene Lefevre-Choley, "Maternal, Child and Reproductive Health in Kosovo," World Health'Orga
nization October 1999. 
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concerns are reflected in all municipalities. A lawyer 
from Peje/Pec odds, "there is a need for more 
specialists in order to increase efficiency within the 
health core system." On the matter of equipment, 
a nurse in Prishtino/Pristino states that the ancient 
x-ray machines are "0 disgrace" to Kosovo's 
healthcare system. Additional concerns are the 
sporadic nature of water and electricity in some 
clinics and hospitals, which, people maintain, make 
it impossible to sustain an acceptable level of 
hygiene. A woman in Gjakova/Djakovica is explicit 
about the problems in the health care system: 

Often the hospitals alit! clillics are infested with insects, 
alld the/oDd is Ilotfitfor 11ll11l1111 consumption .. Too many 
patie1Jls are crowded illla one room. They must be 
looked after continuously by their families beclIuse the 
Illu:\'es are over-worked or dOli 't care. Sometimes people 
who go i!ltD the llOspifaljor lreatme1l1 come away sicker 
thall when they emered because the hospitals are 
unhygienic, alld so they catch illnesses inside. 

Clinics and Rural Communities 

People across Kosovo agree that there are insuffi
cient health services in the villages. While there 
are 381 "ambulantos" (clinics) and 42 health cen
tres in Kosovo in addition to the hospitals, people 
are concerned about the long distance they have 
to travel to access health care. "We need more 
clinics in the villages," a man from Viti/Vitino writes, 
"because it makes life hard without a doctor or a 
nurse in the village." Residents of the smaller, more 
isolated villages complain of having difficulty reach
ing the nearest health centre in winter. The resi
dents of Ferizajl Urosevoc are concerned about 
the more isolated villages, saying, "healthcare in 
the mountainous regions is a serious problem in 
winter. If a person is sick and cannot walk to the 
nearest health clinic, it can lead to his death." In 
Podujeve/Podujevo residents worry that the distance 
between the villages and the hospitals could be 
their undoing, that "many people cannot make it 
all the way to the hospital because of their sorry 
state, and instead they must stay home and suf
fer." This sentiment is echoed in the village of 
Magure, where on inhabitant mentions that to get 

Voters' Voices 

Facts about Health. Care 

. An independent study done on the 
damage to hospitals and health·dinics 
found that of the 465 health facilities 
(hospital;, health centre~ and dinics) in 
Kosovo, 246 (52,9%) were damaged 
and 61 (13",1 %) were completely 
destroyed,-

, At present there are five regional 
hospitals in Prizren, Gjakova/Djakovica, 
Peie/Pec, Gjilan/Gnjilane and Mitrovicel 
Mitrovica and-one tertiary/teaching 
hospital 'In Prishtina/Pristina, 

. There,are 2,2 beds per 1,000 
resid~nts in Kosovo, compared with the 
EU average of ap'proximately 7,3 beds 
per 1 ,QOO residents .. •• 

, Approximately 400 clinics and health 
centres provide supplementary health 
core services across Kosovo,· 

, 75 ambulonces are operating Kasovo
wide, an insufficient number to cover 
the ne~ds of.\he po~ulotion:" 

, 13,200. people. are working in the 
health core seelor, of which 2,300 are 
d6cto~s and 6,000 are nurses .... 

'An estimated 70 -75 % of the 
population of Kosovo has been 
vaccinated against common childhood 
diseases, one of the lowest immu
nisation coverage rates~.in Eurot=!e ..... 

.. I(osovo has the highes't infant mortality 
rate in Europ~, a" 27.8 per 1,000 live 
births, as well as the,highest birth rate 
at 22.1 per 1,000, However, within the 
provinc;e there is only' paediatrician 
for 30,000 children under 5 years 
old .••••• 

., !!Kosovo Building Assessment." 
Internotional Management Group, April 
2000. 
, •• "Kosovo: Reconstruction 2000" 
European Union/UNMIK Deportment of 
Reconstruelion,,April2000 pp 63: . 

:··World' Health 9rganization Pristine 

•••• "Strengthening Epidemiological 
Services in Kosovo; A mid,term Action 
Plan 1999 - 2002: World Health 
9rganizdtion. 

••••• Helene lefe"vre-Choloy, "Maternal, 
Child and Reproductive Health in . 
Kosovo." World Health Organization, 
October 1999. 

L.-______ ~ ___ ---1 
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a"blood !l!st, villagers, many of whom have problems with transport, must travel twelve 
kilometres to Lipjan/Lipljan or twenty kilometres to Prishtina/Pristina" In Kamenice/ 
Kamenica the residents are concerned that "the doctor only comes to the clinic once a 
week. Illness doesn't only happen once a week here; but every day," while inhabitants 
of Srbica/Skenderaj worry that the only health centre which covers the town and its 
outlying 52 villages is not equipped to handle even the most minor trauma cases. 

Access to health care services in areas of divided population is also an issue. In 
Mitrovice/Mitrovica an older man notes that "from North Mitravice/Mitrovica I have to 
go to the south side to make a medical appointment. I am an old person and for me 
these appointments are very important. I am afraid that one day it will be something 
mare urgent, but help will be too for away." The people advocate building more health 
clinics in the villages "so that only the mast serious cases will have to travel all the way 
to town hospitals," and so "each city will have its own hospital, each village will have 
its own clinic." They also request that clinics have full time staff; instead of a doctor" 
once or twice a week, and suggest that more doctors and nurses come out to the 
smaller villages. 

Treatment Costs 

The high cost of treatment is frequently cited as a cause of frustrotion. People feel they 
are being charged exorbitant prices for medicine; some hint ot corruption and ques
tion whether medical staff may raise drug prices to supplement their own low income. 
A man from Podujeve/Podujevo remarks that "hospitals are over-crowded and we 
have to wait in line for many hours. Many people end up paying the high prices of the 
hospital doctor's private practice because they cannot be seen during hospital hours." 
High costs and overcrowded hospitals are important issues in many municipalities. A 
group in Gjilan/Gnjilane concludes that "health care should be free for p"eople who 
cannot afford to pay," while in Dragash/Dragas residents note that the health clinics 
rarely have the medicine needed, and when they cio, it is too expensive." 

Preventative Medicine 

Preventative health care is another issue people believe should be a higher priority. 
Specifically, they want to increase vaccination levels and run a public campaign to 
raise awareness about health issues. "More weight should be given to prevention and 
health education," states a Prishtina/Pristina dermatologist, adding that, "the future 
municipal leaders should create a fund for preventative treatment." A teacher from 
Prishtina/Pristina suggests "building special institutions for the prevention of diseases 
and negative habitst such as drug addiction." 

Women's Health 

The issue of women's health surfaces frequently, particularly in reference to rural ar
eas. A woman from Podujeve/Podujevo states, "the situation in the villages is very 
difficult, especially the lack of education about contraceptives." Women feel that doc
tors are not addressing their specific health concerns. They also note that in the past 
there has been a lack of open dialogue about issues such as contraception ond women's 
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health and feel that as a result, segments of the population are hesitant to actively seek 
out either treatment for their ailments or advice.about contraceptive methods. A group 
of women in Prishtina/Pristina suggest that many dactors are not especially knowl
edgeable or interested in disseminating information pertaining to wamen's health, 
family planning clinics are virtually non-existent in the villages, and women tradition
ally feel discauraged from inquiring further about such matters. 

Another concern is the high infant mortality rate in Kosovo - estimated by WHO ta be 
27.8 per 1,000 live births - and the concern that pregnant women are not receiving 
any systematic treatment before or after pregnancy. A lawyer in Poduieve/Poduievo 
writes that "in Kosovo there is a high birth rate, but there is also a large mortality of 
new-born babies, which is why we must give special attention to the health care of 
mothers and children." • 

Conclusion 
World Heolth Organization 

There is general agreement that 
maintaining access to health 

H pit I I' Bods I Beds p •• 
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care and consequently, a healthy Prid.Jino/Pri:olina 
population is one of the key Pojoll'o, 
foundations upon which Kosovo G;ok""'.iDjokov;co 
will stond orfall. "Healthy body, 
healthy mind" is a refrain often 
repeated, as maintaining health 
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Kosavo-wide sentiment thot the development of society is vitally linked to its health, 
and that future municipal leaders, in arder ta ensure Kasavo's wellbeing and pragress, 
must cancentrate on improving the population's health and health care system. 
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20 Education 

Where Ihere are no schools, there are prisolls. 
Teacher, Padujeve/Padujevo 

Education is identified as a top priority more often than any other issue except health 
care. In people's written comments it frequently ronks number one, and throughout 
Kosovo people insist that the fundamental importance of education cannot not be 
overemphasised. Where health care is understood.as prerequisite for human life, 
education is believed not only prerequisite for development of the human mind, but, 
indeed, as prerequisite for the development of a modern, democratic, and civilised 
society. Repeatedly, people describe a direct correlation between the current educational 
situation in Kosovo and the increasingly high levels of unemployment, alienation and 
criminality among Kosovo's youth. 

Accordingly, on the issue of education the voice of the voters is loud, clear and unified: 
Kosovo must dedicate itself to rebuilding, expanding and modernising its school system 
at every level, from kindergarten to university and beyond. It must rebuild destroyed 
schools, build new schools, and provide them all with the equipment and supplies 
necess<;Iry for a proper learning environment. It must ensure that all are provided 
access and encouraged to attend these schools. The people state educational standards 
need to be raised to those of Western Europe, the performance of teachers improved, 
and the curriculum reformed, depoliticised and professionalised. Overall, elected 
municipal leaders must act upon the understanding that a society stands or falls, develops 
or decays based upon the capacity and commitment of its people to educate themselves. 

School Construction, Renovation, and Equipment 

Many people believe the most immediate priority is the construction and renovation of 
school buildings and facilities. In a number of rural communities people state their 
"schools" are nothing but tents. As a man from outside Gllogovc/Glogovac observes, 
this makes classes difficult in good weather and basically impossible in winter. In other 
~ommunities, including several in Dragash/Drogas, people stress the need to build a 
kindergarten. Others often describe how children are denied the chance to pursue a 
secondary education simply because there is not enough space for them in existing 
high schools. As people at a meeting in Podujeve/Poduievo explained, overcrowding 
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is a serious problem: "the two primary schools in town 
serve between 4,000 and 5,000 students," they said. 
"In one of the schools the number reaches 3,000, and 
students must oHend classes in three shifts, so the over
load we are dealing with is obvious." 

Consistently, people throughout Kosovo describe the 
lock of school equipment and facilities, notably cabi
nets, furniture, libraries, science laporatories, comput
ers, playgrounds and sports facilities. Lack of water 
and hygiene within schools is alsa a seriaus concern. 
The importance of such facilities is aften linked with a ' 
perceived need ta make the educational process more 
engaging and enjoyable as well as more practical, ap
plicable to future professions and less theoretical and 
tedious. As a worker in Mitrovice/Mitrovico writes, 
"There are so many kids here. We as parents want to 
be sure our kids learn the impo'rtance of knowledge, 
and that they will have a great place to aHend school 
because these are moments that people carry with them 
until the end of the lives." 

Administration, Operation and 
Reform of the Education System 
There was also apparent consensus in meetings 
throughout Kosovo that the education system needs 
serious reform, that it must increase its copacity to edu
cate all sectors of the population, and that its adminis
tration and curriculum should aHain Western standards. 

.When asked how such improvements are to be made, 
some, including a group in Podujeve/Podujevo, 
emphasise the need for parents and teachers to 
institutionalise methods of co-operation to ensure stu
dent needs are met. Others offer ideas such as ex
change programs between schools within and beyond 
Kosovo. Most often, however; people address the im
portance of a well-trained, professional and highly mo
tivated teaching staff. Simultaneously raising both pay' 
and accountability for teachers is the method most of
ten identified to accomplish this. 

Voters' Voices 
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. .' 
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.. ~. "Kosovo·United Notioris - -
Partnership for a Human Develop
ment Strategy.'; United Notions 
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1999. 

.~'H. "Basic Results: Kosovo -
Demographic, ·Socia-economic and 
R~productive Health Survey," 19M, 
M"ay 2000. . , . 

"Increasing teachers' salaries," says a wom'en 'from Decafl/Decani, "is the best way to 
encourage them to dedicate themselves to helping our children." It is not that teachers 
care so much about money, adds a man from Peje/Pec: "I have a friend who is a 
teacher. He is bright, hardworking and dedicated, but right now he is reduced to 
selling fruit on the street just so his family can survive. He cares about his students and 
wants to do a good, job, but in these conditions he cannot dedicate himself fully to his 
true profession." 0thers at the meeting suggested the situation of this teacher was 
typical. IIPay increases for teachers are essential," agrees a ma'n from Suhareke/Suva 
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Reka, "but such raises and also their contraels should be based upon performance. In 
this way, we can pramote the quality of their teaching." 

When confronted with the need to make difficult choices, given the limited funds to 
address the many problems in their community, people insist that education must be a 
top priority if thei'r communities are to progress. According to an economist with the 
Women's Association of Gjakova/Djakovica, "Education needs reform; and we need 
professional, well-trained teachers, so they must be better paid. Education is a long
term investmen,t but the rewards are great." Moreover, states a man from Decan/ 
Decani, "Education solves other social, economic, and cultural problems, and is re
quired for society to function." According to a group of people from Ferizaj/Urosevac 
and Kacanik, IIThere is only one way to go forward, that's education," 

Conversely, people equally perceive serious consequences in failing to educate their 
youth adequately: "Lack of education," believes another group in Gllogovc!Glogovac, 
"increases unemployment, crime and violence." Continuing the point, an agricultural 
engineer from Viti/Vitina writes that "without education, yauth will remain jobless, roam 
the streets and do only things that bring trouble to our society." Many suggest that 
such consequences ore already apparent: "Youths are abandoning education," states 
a teacher fro.m Gjakova/Djakovica, "they are choosing the wrong path in life but 
believe it is right. The number of students in classrooms is very smaiL" 

People also address the need for school curricula to be modernised, depoliticised and, 
as mentioned above, made more practical. Course offerings should be expanded to 
include more choice and provide greater opportunity for future employment. Specifi-' 
cally, people mention computer courses, increased foreign language instruction, busi

.' ness admi~istration and technical coursework. "More practice, less theory," demands 
a pithy group in Skenderaj/Srbica. In Prizren a group of journalists discussed how 
removing partisan politics from the schools is not only essential to maintaining objec
tivity in the learning process, but that it is fundamental to the development of civil 

literacy in t e popu atlon 0 h I . flO 'years on d Id 0 er: 

illiterate in rural ' 8% 

Illiterate in urban 4% Illiteracy by age graup: 
Female illiteracy 9% Ages 10- 29 6% illiterate 
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His ..... 1.".1 of 
T .... 
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9110 9290 9010 91!11 . 8510 AI_ i'tjm:.'Y :!chao! 
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, BasIc Results: Kosovo Demographic, Soclo-ecanomlc and Reproductive Health Survey." InternatIonal 
Organization for Migration, May 2000. 
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society. 1'100· often," states one journalist, "teachers have abused their influence and 
trust to serve the interests of particular politicians and parties. This must stop if educa
tion is to move forward." Another concern is the need to better safeguard teachers' 
independence, freedom from harassment and ability to grade students objectively and 
fairly. Finally, it is frequently suggested that Kosovo's education system should borrow 
from successful models already in place elsewhere, notably those af Germany and 
other Western states. 

Access to Education 

Even where schoals are fully aperational; many raise concerns about neglected groups 
with limited access ta education apportunities. Minorities provide one example. Often 
the issue is related to language; the right of official use af ane's native language in 
school is stated to be of considerable impartance to the Turkish and Basniac communities. 
For instance, a Turkish gentleman from Prizren notes that "Educatian is a big problem 
for minorities in Kosovo. The better solution for us would be to make the Turkish 
language official." Others struggling with limited access to education are children in 
isalated, rural communities that lack adequate transportatian to the nearest schoo!. 
Other children still are compelled by the economic conditions of their families to leave 
school and begin work. "All children," states a man from Kline/Klina, "should be 
required ta complete at least primary schao!." 

Reviewing all the meetings held across Kosovo, it is women who are most frequently 
mentioned as suffering limited access to education. Both men as well as wamen 
connect the need to improve women's education oppartunities, and by extensicin their 
capacity to contribute to the development ond progress of Kosovo, with an urgent 
need for women's em'ancipation. Traditional values, according to meeting participants, 
have led families and often the young women themselves to give up on the promise 

. and hope that comes with a quality education. Therefore, it is stated, leaders must 
work to raise. awareness of the fundamental importance of educating all members of 
the community. "There will be na progress'without the education of women," writes an 
engineer hom Prishtina/Pristina, who concludes with the following proverb: "Give me 
an educated mother, and I will give you a healthy nation." 

. Conclusion 

Consistently, people perceive education not simply as a means of transferring knowl
edge and skills to the yaung, essential as this is, but olso mare profaundly as a civilising 
and enlightening force with the power ta shape a society's destiny. "Education," states 
a businessman from Istog/lstok, "is the first step towards democracy and the develop
ment of society." In nearby Kline/Klina another man adds that a ,"better education for 
our children can help lead toward the full integration of people within our society." A 
professor of the arts in Prishtina/Pristina suggests that "with education different men
talities become more moderate and r'lOson begins to prevail," and a kindergarten 
tutor also from Prishtina/Pristina writes that "Taking into consideration the circum
stances in which school has been carried out in recent years, and which have been 
very difficult; we would like this year to be a peaceful one, so the minds of our children 
are not daminated by the political situation, but rathe, by boaks full of knowledge, 
wisdom and hope," 
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3. Economic Development 
/ Employment 

Don '{ give IfS fish, hring us the Hets. 

An inhabitant of Suhareke/Suva Reka 

Economic development and employment rank extremely high on the list of priorities of 
the 'people in Kosovo, and are the most frequently commented upon issues. With high 
unemployment rates and a slowly developing economy, the economic situation is another 
pivotal point around which people feel their future revolves, The main issues raised in 
the Voters' Voices m,eetings are the lack of employment opportunities in Kosovo, 
stemming from the fact that many natural'resources are not exploited and that factories 
are not working to full capacity, Privatisation and the resumption of taxation are often 
raised, as are the need for mare employment opportunities for women. Improving the 
economic climate in general and boosting employment levels in particular are seen as 
an overall solution for many of Kosovo's problems, from easing the political tension to 
decreasing crime and improving inter-ethnic relations. ' 

Rttadivating Ind~stry 

The issue of non·functioning factories or unused natural resources is frequently raised, 
In Kacanik residents point out that "factories in our town and in almost all of Kosovo 
don't function, and that makes unemployment worse," Residents o'f Karaceve in 
Kamenice/Kamenica add that while they have two clay mines, and they have experts 
available lo'wo;k'in the mines, they do not have equipment. "Don't give us fish, bring 
us the nets," sto'tes a resident 6f Suhareke/Suva Reka. The people want their municipal 
leaders to r;;ake contdi:t with f~reign irivestorswhich they believe would impravethe 
a~erall economic climate, an'd with working'factories, allow people to helplthemselites . 
. ' ,,: -."'. - . 

:', .-' 

Privatisationand Taxation- ,- "-

While same people indicate thattheywould like-to receive more aid from the international 
community,' many others see privatisation and attracting foreign investment as'the key 
to bolstering the economy, A Turkish manin Prizren notes "it is important that we begin 
privotising state enterprises. Only then will we attract foreign investment," an idea 
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echoed in communities across Kosovo. People also 
note that rehabilitation of the infrastructure and 
resumption of a banking structure will set a positive 
note for foreign investors. Frequently, people remark 
that they envisage both the leaders and the community 
working together to foster an environment that will 
invite foreign capital. A typical comment made in 
Kacanik is.that "the community must work closely with 
the municipal leaders to create a safe and stable 
atmosphere for potential investors." To successfully 
court outside investment, people note, there is a need 
for privatisation, infrastructure I improvement and the 
creation of a secure environment within their 
communities. 

Other solutions proposed are the resumption of taxa
titln. People are frustrated at the amount of goods 
floating around - unregulated and untaxed - in 
K~sovo's "grey economy." They wont more taxes on 
hereto unregulated goods, suggesting taxing "night 
bars," foreign beer and cigarettes. A man in Ferizajl 
Urosevac asks, "why do people buy Macedonian milk 
when Kosovo has dairies of its own?" He, like many 
others, wants people to support their own economy, 
to buy local and tax foreign goods. 

Unemployment and Crime 

The link between unemployment and crime is discussed 
in all corners of Kosovo. A man from Ferizaj/Urosevac 
notes that "if we can get more people employed, they 
will not have time to be so inclined towards violence," 
while residents of Malisheve/Malisevo are concerned 
that "everywhere in Kosovo, unemployment is erect
ing new problems in our society, including drugs, pros
titution and criminality.''' A woman from Ferizaj/ 
Urosevac observes that "young people may choose 
immoral directions in life if they do not have the op~ 
tion to be employed," and a group of teachers in 
Prishtina/Pristina agrees, asking "why should young 
people today bother with education or work when they 
see that there are few honest job prospects, but so 
much money to be made from dishonesty?" 

Improvements to the economy are seen as one of the 
key 'factors to improving life in Kosovo for this 
generation and the next "It is a great pity that a 
large number of people, especially young people, are 
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wandering around idly: states a teacher from Paduieve/Paduieva, "but they are nat to 
blame. The cause is lack of work opportunities." A student in Malisheve/Maliseva 
adds that she "would like everyone to be employed and nat only wander aimlessly in 
the streets" while a sixty seven year old man from Suhareke/Suva Reka observes that 
"while the yaung generation is hanging around the streets, unemployment is cousing 
crime, and other vices grow bigger." 

The lack of jobs is a pressing issue for almost all participants. An economist in Mitrovicel 
Mitrovica remarks that while times are hard, unemployment makes them even worse. 
"Too many people in Kosovo don't hove work," he says, "and it makes the situation 
even more difficult than it is." A related problem is that people are not able to work in 

. the professions they are trained for. In Malisheve/Malisevo, a resident expresses his 
frustration at economic situation, stating, "the professions are currently in a confused 
state: foreigners who know nothing of our communities are serving as police, our 
police are working as teachers, the teachers are selling fruit." ' 

Women and the New Economy 

Women are concerned that they will not find employment in the new municipal struc
tures, ~ worry expressed by an unemployed woman from Istog/lstok: "I want the new 
government to be more progressive and employ more women, not like before when 
women were discriminated against in the municipal structures." Many women feel that 
now, after the war, the brunt olthe economic burden falls on women's shoulders. A 
woman, recently widowed and now head of the household, adds "women are not 
included in the working world, even less now after the war. A lot of women have lost 
their husbands and are looking after their children, so they need to work and must 
have wages simply to survive." While economic prospects are grim for many residents, 
women often feel they receive the worst end of the deal. 

Conclusion 

A well functioning economy is perceived as the cure for many of Kosovo's problems, 
and is cited as a factor that will "improve relationships between Albanians and Serbs," 
"create conditions for democracy," and improve the quality of life in general. "Without 
increasing employment," writes a professor from Poduieve/Poduievo, "the society will 
stagnate .. It will bring violence cod corruption. It will increase crime, general lawless
ness and poverty. It will divide the population into rich and poor." Consistently, people 
link the 'myriad of problems in Kosova with the current economic situation and identify 
them as the catcilyst that will lead the population towards crime and more violence. 
They do not, however, see handouts as the ultimate solution. People want employ
ment, not charity, states a man in Gjakova/Djakovica. "The population should not 
depend on aid for the rest of their lives," he continues, "wewant to start working." 
Despite some misgivings about the economic situation, 'many are optimistic about the 
resilience of the people in Kosovo: "Every Kosovor' is' a native born businessman," 
states a man from Suhareke/Suva Reka. Like this man, people indicate they are willing 
and eager to work and want their future leaders to help 'reopen the doors of employ
ment and bring economic growth to Kosovo. 
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4. Water 

III my ,'il/age YOIl can smell the lrater comi1lg ltP through the pipes before if arril'es. 

A man from outside Ferizaj/Urasevac 

Asked about the water 'situation in his community, a former 
from Suhareke/Suva Reka responds simply: "Water?" 
Indeed, judging from the responses of the people, the 
situation is serious. Water is the fourth priority among the 
fifteen issues presented, falling in just after economic 
development and employment and before social services, 
electricity or housing. In areas where problems of access, 
quality and supply are more acute, the issue frequently ronks 
either first or second. The problems identified most often 
are lock of access and poor quality or contamination. People 
are often specific about the consequences to e"conomic 
development, food production, sanitation, health and overall 
living conditions that result from lock of water. When 
discussing solutions, many state that adequate supplies of 
quality wafer do "exist; however, the necessary reservoir, 
pipeline and irrigation systems have either fallen into 
disrepair, remain unfinished, or have yet to be constructed. 

Water and Daily Life 

Foremost in the minds of many is the simple hardship of, 
living, raising a family and carrying on from day to day 
without adequate access to clean water. A typical state
ment from a shop assistant in Istag/lstok is that "there is no 
drinking water at all,·and all the wells are very dirty." Like
wise, people in Dragash/Dragas soy "the water is not drink
able." In reports from a meeting in Karaceve/Karacevo, 
Kamenice/Kamenica, one man states how glad he is 'that 
the water system was chosen as the top "extremely impor
tant issue," because it is the most important and most prob-
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lematic issue in our village. The biggest problem: he continues, 'is the lack of drinking 
water; it is one of the most important reasons why people are leaving the village. In 
Upper Karaceve/Karacevo only 10% of the houses have no serious problems with the 
water supply.' At a meeting in Ferizaj/Urasevac, people explained how "the wells in 
the villages are drying up, and in many cases polluted, making access to clean drink
ing water difficull." One man described the situation in his village: 

iVater is (1 very serious problem. I'mfrom tlze viflage (~rGr('me, and ill tltis village rhe wafer 

pmbLem is a life issue. Some time ago we launched (l project to bring water from the mountains, 

gather it ill {/ lI'lller'cistern and the" distribwe it to IlOw;es, bUl bec(Jl{sc'o/fill(lflcia/ problems 

we )I'ere 1I11sm:ces~lul, alld so lI:e are Left WiTh the contaminated I\'el/s a/our village . . . but still 

we mllst take water from ll1e.\'£ Irells ami boil if." 

Others describe the hardship children endure because "some village schools are in 
remote areas, so, for example, where schools are high up in the mountains and have 
no water the children have to bring water from their ho'mes up to school every day." In 
the village of Yarosh, "the conditions are catastrophic:' states·ane man. "The main 
problem in the village is connected with sewage. Before we used to buy fruits and 
vegetables there but now we don't because the sewage seeps into them and they taste 
horrible." 

Hygiene, Health and Water Contamination 

Sickness and poor health are the concerns most often raised in connection with the 
lack of adequate water. "Without water there is no health or hygiene:' writes a 
kindergarten tutor from Prishtina/Pristina, "and those who suffer most are the children 
who often become sick because there is not enough drinkable water," "Here in 
Malisheve/Malisevo," writes a nurse from the town, "people, and especially children, 
are drinking straight from' the river. The river is very dirty and we believe contaminated. 
No one has tested the water, but I am certain it.is causing many illnesses." , 

Additional Needs for Water 

People describe the basic need for adequate water in a variety of endeavours. "Water 
is very important for human beings:' writes an agricultural engineer from Suhareke/ 
Suva Reka, "but it is also important for animals and crops," and, concurs his col
league, "very import~nt for both farmers and industry." A good deal of this meeting in 
Suhareke/Suva Reka was devoted to discussion of a planned irrigation system for the 
region which, if completed, they believed would nat only improve the living conditions 
for all residents, but also dramatically improve the productive capacity of this agricul-· 
tural area. Other people often remark on the·simple difficulty of staying clean, wash
ing dishes and clothes, and disposing of waste.· "Water is an issue of life importance:' 
writes a' man in Podujeve/Podujevo. "There has to be enough water to drink and for 
hygiene. The issue is also connected to that of sewerage and cleaning of the area, 
which would pratect our streets. ·In general water would preserve health." Further
more, concludes an expansive thinker from Istok/lstog, "Water is the source of life and 

. connects all life forms into the single' life system ~f the earth." 
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Solutions 

On the topic of what needs to be done, people are aften specific and cancrete. In 
Prizren a journalist states that water scarcity is not the prablem - there is plenty. The 
problem is building delivery systems to convey the water where it is needed. "We have 
a lot of water resources here/' he says. "We only need to invest in gaining access to 
these resources." Accordingly, in many communities the priority is the construction or 
completion of such systems. "All organisations that are working ta set up water systems 
should be helped," writes a businessman from Istog/lstok. The farmers in Suharekel 
Suva Reka believe assistance from the Warld Bank wauld be the most effective means 
af campleting the planned water and irrigation system far their region. In Karacevel 
Karacevo the gentleman quoted above was quite specific: 

As/or Upper l\'araccl'eIKaraccl'o, a .m/fltion here would be 10 get experts 10 (lsses,\'zhe water 

,\'ifllation. to explore (lIllllocate [he ground water. lind tllen H'C have 10 find ,[onon who ClllI 

help /1.\' with equipflleflf: J1'ater pumps, pipes. We nced pUlllp.\', and tI rescrI'oir fO cover the rest 

of the l'illage. COllcemillg Lower Karaccl'elKaracevo, that:\' (J differelll story. There we haw! 

enough lI'ater close to the mincs. /Jut what we l1eed there i.\" (l reservoir alit! /lehl water pIl1llp.\" 

to replace those deSTroyed by the Serbs, Those pumps were used ill the mine, The mille would 

have capacities to provide Lower KlIracel'elKaracevo with \I'afer. The water quantify is 

suificielll, The qualif}' (?flhc water is I'CI)! good according to an 1IIia/ysi.\' made in 'he Prislllillll 

Illstitute. 

Despite a prevalent tendency, many people do not look only to the outside for solu
tions to their problems. As a man from outside Ferizaj/Urosevac observes, "I think that 
the biggest problem is the drinking water. I wauld like to solve this problem by taking 
money from the citizens," In Viti/Vitina people believe "the municipality's woter" re~ 
saurces shauld be used mare wisely to improve the current situation. Next, water. 
systems for the villages should be introduced and maintained. Any project that will 
help to imprave the quality and availability of the water should be prioritised." Peaple 
also prapose "an awareness campaign to get people to pay far public services, includ
ing water. The funds raised could be used to finance water system impravements." In 
Gjakova/Djakovica, one man outlines a plan for progress: "Start constructian of the 
water system.for rural a·reas. Educate the people how to conserve and make gaad use 
of water. Organise and collect contributions from the population to construct the.se 
systems." 
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5. Social Services 

All tlw.\'c years we hm'c beell givillg part ofollr salary for pCllsiol1s, and 110W you H'ClIlt liS ro 
belict'e rhell there simply will be 110 payment? HJ(/s if all/or nothing? 

A resident of Kline/Klina 

Social services is a pressing issue in Kosovo, fifth among the fifteen issues presented, 
and people are unambiguous about the changes they want: re-establishment of the 
pension system and a more far-reaching system of social assistance. Lack of welfare 
benefits to Kosovo's large unemployed population - estimated at 50%' - is one of the 
many concerns people voice. Widows, orphans and invalids are another vulnerable 
group whom, people remark, have a challenging time surviving without social assis
tance. Finally, people worry about the non-payment of pensions after years of work, 
money people had relied on to support them through old age, and an income they 
feel lost without. 

Addressing Vulnerable Cases' 

A doctor from Prishtina/Pristina sums up the general perception: liThe condition of the 
pensioners, unemployed, women and children is close to a humanitarian catastrophe. 
Improvement of social conditions must be made a priority. When these improve, the 
level of health and education will also increase. The improvement should be initiated 
with the creation of funds from the government for social services. Every private enter
prise that has the financial ability should provide a fund, and taxes should be taken 
from them and their employees." 

The scope of these problems is emphasised by participants throughout Kosovo. For 
instance, an unemployed man from Skenderaj/Srbica sta'tes, "In the past ten years, 
more than 80% of the population lost their jobs. Now, after the. war, houses are 
burned, women are widowed, children are orphaned, and no one receives support 
from the municipality, so how can they lead normal lives?" 

An unemployed man in Gjilan/Gnjilane adds, "We should pay attention to the issue of 

2 "Bosic Results: Kosovo Demographic, Socia-economic and,Reproductive Health Survey," Interna
tional Organizotion for Migration, May 2000. 
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social services because we have many people who live in 
very bad conditions and are left without any SOurce of 
income," while an economist from Viti/Vitina suggests, "The 
most vulnerable cases like the disabled and widows, should 
be taken under consideration. We should first visit them and 
then talk to them and ask what their needs are." 

Widowed and single mothers find themselves in a vulnerable 
situation, where sources of inco';'e and job possibilities are 
even harder to find than for other population groups, making 
them particularly reliant on a social welfare system. As a 
kindergarten teacher from Prishtina/Pristina says, "I think 
social services are very important because there are a lot of 
women whose husbands have been killed during the war 
and who have children to support, so they need help in 
order to stay independent and to be able to raise those 
children." A tailor from Prishtina/Pristino elaborates, "We 
as mothers without spauses need mo;e attention and social 
services because most of us do not have homes and need 
to support our children, but we do not have the opportunity. 
For example, I have to travel non-stop with my daughter in 
my arms. I can't leave her anywhere.". . 

People frequently discuss the social assistance administered 
by the Centres for Social Work, concluding that while it is 
not sufficient to cover their needs, it offers some help. They 
also look towards their future municipal leaders to address 
the problem. In Malisheve/Malisevo a man states, "we have 

Volers' Voices 

a lot of traumatised individuals, and the aid 'they receive is not eno·ugh. The future 
politicians should try to give these people more help." An unemployed man from Viti! 
Vitina suggests "building shelters for mentally ill and homeless," while another pro
posal is to open rehabilitation centres for "scicial cases" throughout Kosovo. 

Pensions 

Before the conflict, by for the largest part of the population spent their working lives 
" paying a substantial part of their incomes to Yugoslav state pension funds. As a result 

'of recent dev'elopments, pensions are not being· paid to people who would otherwise 
have been eligible. This leaves people, already in a difficult situation because of ad
vanced age, in even more difficult circumstances, not receiving the income they had 
taken for granted and had planned on for their old age. As a result, many people are 
embittered. As a would-be pensioner from Kline/Klina says, "We have been working 
hard for forty years, and for all these years we have been giving part of our salary for 
pensions, and now you want 'us to believe that there simply will be no payment? Was 
it all for nothing~" A doctor from Prishtina/Pristi~a agrees, saying that, "40% of our 
salaries used to go into pensions and social services and now we receive neither social, 
serviCes, nor is our pension paid. I've'been a doctor for twenty-eight years and my 
salary is 400 DM per month. A person who doesn't have enough to eat, how can he 
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think about democratisation?" This issue appears to be a source of general consterna
tion. A Gjilan/Gnjilane technician adds, "We have many people who need support 
from the pensions. They worked all their lives so they.could have a future and same 
money when they grow old. Please do something." 

Solutions 

The callio address the lack of social services and the pension issue is uniform through
out Kosova, and is presented as a matter which the political parties should do every
thing in their powers to solve. People advocate the resumption of taxation to establish 
a fund for social services, and widening the criteria for social assistance. They want 
payment of the pensions for which they had worked for years and believe that compre
hensive social services is necessary for Kosovo to move forwards. 
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6. Electricity 

/, ;,\" a p!Vb/em thaI preoccupies us all. 
A shopkeeper from Malisheve/Malisevo 

Electricity is a matter of concern to virtually everyone in Kosovo. Although the issue is 
identified as the sixth priority among the fifteen issues. coming in just after social ser
vices and before' housing, virtually none placed it among the five "less important" 
issues. People are ready to describe the problems of poor electricity supply and sug
gest solutions, but there is a sense that these problems and solutions are so obvious 
and known to everyone that further discussion is almost superfluous. The problem of 
electricity was exemplified in several evening Voters' Voices meetings when the room 
would suddenly go black, leaving the participants to express their electricity concerns 
in darkness .. " People offer two general arguments why a reliable energy supply is 
essential: first, ·it is thought necessary to lead a normal life; second, people see it as 
fundamental and a prerequisite for economic development and attractin'g foreign in
vestmenC To solve the problem, people state large investments must be made' to 
restore the power plants and power grid, experts employed to maintain the system 
properly, and that people must pay their electricity bills. 

Electricity and Daily Life 

Meeting participants frequently speak of the hardship that comes with a poor supply of 
electricity . . '/~,These power cuts," writes an economist from Gjokova/Djakovica, "are 
bringi'ng a lot of problems in all areas, in schools, in families. If we could resolve this 
problem our life would be much easier." Many-people describe how almost all human 
o'ctivity has become dependent upon electricity, and so without it life becomes near 
impossible. "Without electricity," states a man in PodujeveiPoduievo, "you cannot eat, 
drink, listen or see. So that is no life. Electricity has its impact everywhere, you cannot 
even 'learn without electricity or read anything. , .. People must pay their bills." In 
Dragash/Dragas an' engineer agrees that "Because we have lots of problems with 
electricity, normal life is paralysed. We need to invest in repairing the power stations." 
An unemployed woman in Prishtina/Pristina says that "When there is no electricity for 
three or four day~ everything in the fridge goes bad and has to be thrown in the 
garbage." In Malisheve/Malisevo people describe how "the electricity network is very 
damaged, especially in the villages, so tHe electricity that we get can only be used to 
provide dim light and nothing more." Many people ~re particularly worried about 
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getting through this next winter. "I Ii~e in a place where 
everything works on electricity," writes 0 woman in Magure. 
"There is no equipment for heating with wood, and frankly 
I don't know how we'll survive this winter without food 
and heat." A young hoirdresser in Prishtina/Pristina copes 
with the same fear: "It's very hard to survive the winter 
without electricity." 

Electricity and Economic Development 

People believe a stable and reliable power supply is a 
basic need for economic modernisation and development. 
"Electricity causes big problems especially in developing 
the state economy," writes a man from VitiNitina. In Sunny 
Hill, Prishtina/Pristino an agronomist states "the energy 
problem should be solved in order to create an environ
ment where all citizens can dedicate themselves to their 
professions and contribute to the development of our so
ciety." In Peje/Pec a group describes how factories and 
industry in general require reliable energy in order to func
tion, but that at present, several factories which could 
employ a great number of people in the area remain 

non~operational. "A society's superstructure, including education, social services, and 
culture, follows and develops out of its infrostructure," explains a man from the group, 
"and electricity is an essential component of the infrastructure." In Suhoreke/Suvo Reka 
o group states "We ore eager to attroct foreign investment, but without an adequate 
energy supply, foreign companies will just invest their money somewhere else." ,. 

Solutions 

Many people say the first step towards improving the electricity situation is for people 
to pay their bills. "Maybe," writes a woman in Gjakova/Djakovica, "the problem'will 
be solved if we start paying the bills regularly." A man in Ferizaj/Urosevac, likewise, 
says he "would like this important matter to develop towards normality, and for every 
user to pay their electricity bills." In Dragash/Dragas a man ogrees that "People have 
to pay for their electricity regularly," and adds that they should olso "conserve electricity 
to help improve the situation." Other people suggest thot the poorest people do not 
have enough money to pay their bills, so they should be helped .. 

Most people also believe improving the situation will require a lot of investment. The 
conclusion of a group in Ferizaj/Urosevac exemplifies the views of many: "Experts 
should work to improve the situation at the Obiliq Power Plant. To accomplish this 
investments are needed. Also, the electrical network and transformers are very old or 
they ore overloaded, so the network should be repaired and new transformers 1'\'0-
vided." As for municipal leaders, "Elected officials must work to employ experts who 
will deal with this. Also, they should poss a law so that everyone who is not paying their 
electrical bills regularly must pay 0 fine. Individually or collectively we must poy elec
trical bills if we want enough electricity." 
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7. Housing 

I see people living in lems. and with the willter so c1oH~, it must be vef)' hard for these 
pC(Jple, because they 're going to sUffer so much. 

Farmer, Viti/Vitina 

Kosovo's housing situation has many peoE'le wondering what will befall them this 
winter. An estimated 36% of the province's houses were damaged or destroyed, many 
of which have not yet been repaired. Housing therefore remains high on people's list 
of priorities. 

The main concern is that as winter approaches many people still have not been able to 
move out of tents. People criticise the uncomfortable and often unhealthy conditions 
they are forced to endure without a home of their own, the difficulties when large 
families are suddenly housed in one small dwelling and the slow progress of recon
struction so far. They indicate that they are eager to start rebuilding; however, most 
lack the materials or means to purchase them. Overall, people see housing as a basic 
right some are being denied. They feel that reconstruction must pick up its pace and 
believe this is an issue on which both the international community and the municipal 
leaders should urgently concentrate. 

Rebuilding Before Winter 

In Decan/Decani, where some 65% of the houses are se
verely damaged, residents unanimously raised housing as 
their first priority. Many houses have been reconstructed, 
but many residents maintain that compared to the level of 
destruction suffered, housing is still 0 huge problem. In one 
village, states one man, there are still 586 houses to be re
built before winter. "The poorest families in the villages still 
live in tents and hove. no means or adult men to rebuild their 
houses," says a chemist from Gllogovc/Glogovac. His com-

< ment, like those from many other municipalities, reflects 
pea pie's fear that they will be caught unprepared far winter. 
A villager in Magure expresses similar feelings: "We have 
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more than sixty families without roofs over their heads," she says, "and winter is com-
ing. Something must be done for them." , 

. Overcrowding 

People indicate that they are willing to take in entire families, but often experience 
severe hardships when they do. A man in Kline/Klina expresses his frustration at the 
situation, exclaiming, "There are big families of fifteen to twenty people living together, 
and they have no money to buy bread or fuel to keep warm. How can they remain 
healthy?" This problem exists in many municipalities, where people state houses are 
bursting at the seams with the exira people token in, but there is no other solution at 
hand. A worker from Mitrovice/Mitiovica describes his situation: "I have a very small 
house. After the war my brother came and brought his family. Their hause is completely 
destrayed, but my house is too small. Thousands af families are living like this. What 
should we do?" Like this man, many of the peaple are wondering what to do. 
"Reconstruction of the houses is also the means of reconstructing the community," said 
a man in Ferizaj/Urosevac. "Many communities have surplus labour, but few hove the 
material or the money to rebu;"ld their houses from scratch. An unemployed man in 
Lipjon/Lipljan states, "We have lost twenty five innocent people from our village and 
220 houses have been burned. What a great apportunity it would be for all inhabitants 
of our village to get involved in reconstruction." 

'~i1d" Construction 

Another concern of the people is the lack of building regulation and the chaos which 
ensues. In Gjilan/Gnjilane a resident comments that rules are needed to "prevent wild 
construction," while in Prishtino/Pristina residents complain that the rapid reconstruction 
is destroying any semblance of urban planning, "creating a mess in the town and 
ruining the infrastructure." Another resident adds that if unlicensed construction is not 
reigned in, Prishtina/Pristina will soon "resemble a ruin where it will be very hard to· 
live." 

Conclusion 

People's reaction to the housing issue is fairly direct; they are eager to continue recon
struction and re-establish a sense of normalcy throughout Kosovo. While some people 
turn tawards the international community for assistance in rebuilding, others indicote 
that there is no shortage of labour in Kosovo, only a shortage of moterial. They 
indicate that the municipal leaders should actively address the reconstruction issue, 
should re-establish urban planning and should make full effort to ensure that those 
without a solid roof over their heads will at least find some pldce warm for winter. "We 
ask the political leaders to help people who are without houses," says a man from 
outside of Gjilan/Gnjilane, "to build their houses ond go back to their homes." 
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8. Roads 

We dOli 'f fleed to (ell you about the roads. YOII drove in OIl them. 

A man fr;'m Kline/Klina 

Among the issues presented, roads rank eighth. Mast people see the need for an 
adequate system of roads as reasonably straightforward. The overall sentiment is that 
without better roads people cannot easily get from one place to another, and they 
cannot easily transport the goods, materials and resources upon which they and the 
economy depend. Mony people also comment upon increasing traffic problems. 

Roads and Daily Life 

"In Dragosh/Dragas," says a teacher, lithe connection between the villages is very 
poor, so it is difficult to travel from one village to another. Also, during the winter the 
roads are blocked, leaving us isolated and locked in. This becomes a very serious 
problem when there is 0 medical emergency." An unemployed man from Gllogovc/ 
Glogovac echoes the sentiment: "Reconstruction of streets is very important because 
some rural areas are isolated, particularly during the winter. Their construction should 
be done through taxing private enterprises." The poor condition of roods is a frequent 
point of emphasis: "The road in my village is destroyed," writes a man in Mitrovice/ 
Mitrovica, "and I hope that it will be reconstructed soon." A machinery technician also 
from Mitrovice/Milrovica agrees and adds to the point: "Our roads are very destroyed. 
First, we should reconstruct them, and then we should put more importance on crealing 
sidewalks and electric lamps. This would prevent mony negative phenomena," such as 
accidents and crime. Others add the problem of traffic. "Roads should be a high 
priority because they are very destroyed," writes an instructor in Gjakova/Djakovica, 
"and we have a 101 of problems wilh the traffic." A number of people mention the 
potholes and the narrowness of many roads as traffic risks. In Vushtrri/Vucitrn an 
economist writes that "Roads are destroyed, and people drive very fast," and adds, 
"we should think about greenness too." 
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Roads and Economic Development 

""".",:-=. -~,",--"'.-.., One statement made too often to attribute is that "Without 
C" ',. Fa,clf al>out 

,. 'Raads gaod roads there is no developmenl." In Istogllstok a man 
, " -, ,. - writes that "Without repairing the roads, the economy of 

, Kosovo'hos o:j,800'~m;' Kosovo can go no further," and his neighbour adds that 
network ~of ra,ods, iri~ludi~g < 

623 km,of m'oin roads and IIWithout urban development, including the roads, every 
h300.krh of riigion ,:'oodS.* country is backward," In Ferizaj/Urosevac one group agrees 

w • - " that If Existing roads should be reconstructed and new roods 
" Of,these roods, ap'proxi~ 
mately'6% are'in good '''_ built to improve communication and economic exchange 
condition; 46%,are'iri·,· between the municipalities and surrounding villages." A 
medium condition,.29% aYe iournalist in Prizren suggests that liThe development of our 
in bad condition,-o-;'d .18%. - infrastructure here in Prizren requires that we develop good 
are' gra~el roods, Roads . .:-
within th~"cities are general connections with other municipalities. The roads must reach 
in the worst ~tate '~f -. 'the same standard as those in Western Europe." 
disrepair, due to heavy' 
traffic." ~ :'" 

: 'The European Ag~~'Y fo~ " 
Reconstruction ~as . -. 
budgetetl' ,15 -million Euro' 
for repair to Kosovo's roods 
in,2000, . . ' 

• "Kosovo Within: StrategiC • 
Envir~nmentcil AnaIYsis,of', 
Albania, Bosnia & ., : 
HelJegovl~o, tc;osov~ and 
Macedonia," The Re'gional 
Environmental Centre for 
Centr511 ~'~d E9stern Europe; 
J~ne 2000, pp .14 ... 

Solutions 

The solutions proposed were equally straightforward, "Since 
roads are in very bod condition/' suggests a woman from 
Viti/Vitina, "I think we should bui'ld new ones," A man in 
DragashlDragas suggests "Collecting voluntary contributions 
to rebuild roads," and in Ferizaj/Urosevac a group of people 
agrees that "each municipality should employ impartial ex
perts who will work on municipal-wide projects of road re
construction," An unemployed man from Gllogovc/Glogovac 
echoes the sentiment and suggests that road "construction 
should be done through taxing private enterprises," Others 

•• "Transport DamagE=( see donors and local community members working together: 
Assessment.

H 

Internotional "Donors," suggests a clerk from Istog/Istok, IIshould invest in 
Mciriogement Group, ".. 
November 1~?9: road repair and at the same time employ labour from the 
'--'-' ",;' ,_,--~ ___ --.;,~_,,,-,.' vi Iia ges," 
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9. Environmental Protection 

We shoffld tlzillk about greenlless 100. 

Economist, VushtrriIVucitrn 

Protection of the environment is identified as the ninth priority, not only in its own right, 
but also because of its link to basic health issues. Villogers in Malisheve/Malisevo sum 
up their concerns by concluding, "the protection of the environment also effects the 
protection of health." The main issues people raise are the environment's link to the 
population's health, the issue of personal and Kosovo-wide responsibility for its protection 
and the desire for more public campaigns on environmental awareness and protection. 

Health and the Environment 

Kosovo's mining and other industries have not been subject to a high degree of 
environmentol regulation. Because of this, people express concern about the effects 
pollution may have on their health. In Mitrovice/Mitrovica they worry about the high 
level of pollution and the subsequent risks it poses to their health. A machinery technician 
in South Mitrovice/Mitrovica observes that environmental protection "is very important 
for us because Mitrovice/Mitrovica is very polluted. We need help to prevent this big 
catastrophe, or we will have even more diseases to deal with," "The environment is 
one of the main issues in our village," adds a student from Mogure, lias the land is 
becoming very dirty and thus dangerous for our health." 

The general consensus across Kosovo is that environmental protection is on essential 
step to improving'the health situation, and that people should take more active measures 
towards its preservation. liThe destr,:,ction of natural resources must urgently be stopped,'1 
writes 0 woman in Gjakovo/Djakovica. The pollution produced by Kosovo's factories is 
a cause for concern. A geologist in Obiliq/Obilic suggests "taking concerted steps 
with the relevant factories to resolve these issues," while a businessman in Istok/lstog 
states that "more public information on how the environment should be protected 
should be widely distributed." 
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". ':',.,,"'. ~.iicts 'allc?u), 
"Environmental;' P,rot~ctioti 

"r.,,~c~r S"'~""·'H._" ,;' {~; 
· Kosovo is approximately l'l.OOO~'· _ ";'." 
,square kilometr~s. 5$%:of the.land;is}: 
use~, f~'; -agri~Ult~j;Oitp'iB~ui;tilin·.~hile ~r 
42% is forested:'-' :..:.. ' - ," " '.' 
· . ~ "" .. ' ":"'.1 ~~ ,,·.r, '~l '-f~-' ':;"'_ 
· -The area i,s c'ne of the most-densely, .. 
populate'd' inJurqpe (2\g.!people per .. :, 
,sq. ~tn), -pyl:ting'Q gre~arstrojn"on'the, or 

e'rlvironmept.ond K<?s.ovo's-naturol l . 

resources! ~6odcutting:fias' not be'en -~ 
.c9nt~oll~} an~~dFC(;;rdiri·g,t6·th·~--· ... : ~ 
p:ep~r!rrient'~f t~~ e~~ir6n!!lerii,-30~~" 
of the forests,have been damaged due' 

'to 'd' ~, •.• " '-', ~·:V-·'·~- .. 0t_.~·~~.~ 
0. Ise~se. _. ':'""l. ~"~ "_' . 

: The" nioin ~ollufantsiin·.Koso"~'o:~em:·· 
frlSm-it previ~usJiiir"!!~g a~t!;"itie~,:its" ",: 
'~nergy ptoau~ti9'ri on'd'h~oVy, ":.:: . 
automobile froffic, as well. as ,solid, ;. 
;w~stes ....;.htdi,cotise ~a"il,ond woter~ .'; , 
poJh.ilion:,' There -o.re;an ·~s.timat~,. .' 
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Taking Responsibility 

In Kacanik 0 group believes that "communities 
should work closely with their municipal government 
to protect the environment from pollution and to 
support laws which will stop pollution," while in 
Magure a student adds that "we must take concrete 
actions to protect the environment, starting from the 
village and the municipality." Environmental pro, 
tection rates highest in Ferizaj/Urosevac, Kamenice/ 
Kamenica, and Prishtina/Pristina, where despite 
other persistent problems, people strongly advocate 
"planting trees in towns and on hills," "preserving 
forests and rivers" and "creating more green areas." 
People throughout Kosovo agree that while there 
are many other pressing problems, they must both 
take a level of personal responsibility and push the 
factories to assume more responsibility for the envi, 
ronment. 



10. Garbage 

We should organise ourselves to collecl/he garbage and protect 'he cIlVirOIlJIlC1l1l1'C Ih'c ill. 

A woman from Prishtina/Pristina 

Garbage collection ranks tenth in the order of community priorities. Nonetheless, the 
issue receives a surprising number of written comments from people concerned about 
the issue. The key problems identified are use of communities as dumps, lack of 
garbage disposal or recycling options, threats to health and hygiene, people's lack of 
environmental awareness and damage to the environment itself. 

Garbage Disposal 

There is a perception that people are throwing their garbage wherever they can, and 
that frequently this results from a lack of waste-disposal options. A businessman from 
Istog/lstok writes, "There is need for garbage collection. People are throwing out their 
garbage everywhere because there is a lack of collection." His neighbour agrees that 
"the issue is very important because people throw their trash right out in front of their 
doors and in other unsuitable places, which is because there is 0 lack of transporta
tion." For some the problem oppears so overwhelming they feel paralysed. In Gjakoval 
Djakovico, a woman says, "It worries me too much just walking around the streets, 
running into garbage all the time and not doing anything about it." 

Garbage and Pldtlic Health 

Many people express c';';cern about the risks that garbage poses to public health. "In 
my'village," explains a man from Mitrovice/Mitrovica, "we have a problem with garbage, 
and we are afraid of diseases. I hope everyone will do something to solve this issue." 
A student in Istog/lstok agrees that "If the garbage is not collected it can cause different 
diseases, which can be fatal." Likewise, a man in Gllogovc/Glogovac believes. that 
"Garbage collection is a really important issue. Most of the population is throwing 
garbage in inappropriate places, brrnging us different diseases, so we appeal to all 
the people not to throw garbage everywhere." Thus, writes a man from Gjakoval 
Djokovica, ~'We can maintain health and hygiene only if we collect the garbage on a 
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regular basis." Many ore also concerned about more dangerous kinds of waste. In 
Podujeve/Podujevo one man writes, "I am concerned by the fact that we are living in 
the most polluted place. We are palluted not only by the daily garbage, but also by the 
garbage left from the war, the dangerous garbage such as ammunition parts, projectiles 
and rockets, mines, and so on." 

Solutions 

People offer a number of solutions, including improved garbage collection, landfills, 
recycling, and increasing public awareness. liAs we know," writes a man in Rahovecl 
Orahovac, "the garbage problem in Kosovo is very big. We need to change our 
strategy because it is very important for us to preserve our health. We need to educate 
everyone about this issue." In Prishtina/Pristina a woman suggests, "We should organise 
ourselves to collect the garbage and protect the environment we live in." In Gjakoval 
r-~~~~~"'---....,.-. Djakovica an educator states that "Garbage has to be 

.,.. . Facts 'about collected, so we need garbage collection vehicles," and a 
Ga~bage Callect{"n man from Prizren suggests that "waste should be collected 

: 40% of, the ,populotio,n hosl: 
access to gorbo·ge collectio',;- , 
serVices." ~~ , . 
'., . 

• ~Kos~,!,o: R~construc;tjon;f . 
2000" Europeori,Uniorl/UNMIK 

• >1 
Department of Reconstruction, 
April 2000 pp . .114. :,: ...... :.<. 
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in one special place, not just in our municipality but others 
as well. We need to create landfills for this." According ta 
a woman in Molisheve/Malisevo, "Life in a healthy envi
ronment is a necessity for the people of this planet, so 
collecting garbage in a well-organised way and then re
cycling it would be a step in the right direction." A farmer 
from Suhareke/Suva Reka concludes that "If we do nat 
take core of this, life will become terrible for us." 



11. Sewage 

Be/ore l1'e used 10 buy fruits (lnd I'cgelable.',from the village but /lOW we don .~' because tlie 
sewage seeps illlo them ami they taste horrible. 

A resident of FerizaiJUrosevac Municipality 

Sewage is the eleventh priority among meeting 
participants as they see untreated sewage as both a 
threat to their health and to the enviro~ment, and 
want new methods of disposal and construction of 
treatment plants. 

A student in Magure states that "the sewage from 
the village is next to the windows of our classroom, 
and we're afraid of infection," while a resident of 
Kamenice/Kamenica municipality notes that "I know 
that sewage is bad for our health, and the dry 
weather makes it smell terrible." Other people note 
that sewage is not only a risk to health, but to the 
environment. In Viti/Vitina residents complain thot 
sewage from the villages is released into the Morava 
River. lilt is destroying the environment," they state, 
and they want to introduce new treatment methods 
rather thon dumping sewage in the nearest stream 
or river. In the villages of Dubrave and Saradran in 
Istog/lstok residents are particularly concerned with 
the sewerage issue, and urge the community to be 
"careful about the elimination of sewage in the vil
lages so we con avoid infections." 
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12. Minority Protection 

When Ire dedicate ourselves to the security of others. we (lrc also pmtectillg ourselves 

A farmer from Suhareke/Suva Reka 

Minority Protection ranks twelfth among the fifteen community issues. It should be 
noted, however, that at a number of meetings participants indicated uncertainty about 
how to address the issue: they believed the issue was important, but thought there 
were no minorities in their own community, or that relative to other communities the 
minority population was living with reasonable security. Since all participants were 
asked to focus on their own community rather than Kosovo in general, this point may 
warrant consideration in evaluating these findings. That said, when the issue is dis
cussed or wriHen about, people often speak with feeling and eloquence about the 
need to protect ond respect 011 the people of Kosovo. Finally, this summory does not 
include the specific views and comments gathered from the Serb communities that 
participated in this project, which are presented later in this report. 

The primary emphasis in discussions and comments about minority protection is gen
erally placed on the moral and ethical responsibilities of all members of a society to 
safeguard the rights and security of everyone, particularly those most at risk. Some, 
including a man from Viti/Vitina, express confidence the situation will improve: "We 
are known as very peaceful people," he writes, "and thot is why I believe we will protect 
and respect the rights of others." Many identified the freedom and security of all as a 
prerequisite for the development of a democratic society. "All people must live in 
freedom," writes a person in Mqlisheve/Malisevo, "and only in this way can we hove a 
democratic state." Another person in Istokllstog believes thot Kosovo could earn state
hood "only if the minorities who live there are respected. Kosovo should be multiethnic." 
In Prishtina/Pristina a nurse writes that "We must have tolerance and understanding for 
a democratic life." . 

A number of people feel emotionally exhausted by the yeors of hatred and violence 
they have endured and express a wish to escape past trogedies and to embrace the 
idea of all people living in freedom and security. "After all the things which have 
happened to everybody," writes a man from Istog/lstok, "we should all have the same 
rights." "Minorities should be protected wherever they are," odds an economist from 
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the same town. A journalist in Prishtina/Pristina writes that "Circumstances should be 
created so that people do not feel left aside only because they belong to a minority." 

Albanian
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13. Telecommunications and Post 
We are a long way from Gjilmz!Grtjilane (lnd Kalll£?Jlice!Kamellica, bw with the reesfllbUsl!
ment l?ftelccOll1llUlllications and II postal sy.wem. we could /il'e closer 10 the civHised world. 

Resident, Koraceve, Kamenice/Komenica 

The shortage of telephone lines ond the lack of a widely functio'ning postal system in 
Kosovo concerns many people who see post and telecommunications as primary way 
of maintaining contact among villages ond with the rest of the world. While this issue 
is thirteenth in the list of people's priorities, it is particularly important to those living in 
more isolated villages. 

Maintaining Communications within Kosovo 

In Istog/lstok a villager mentians the distance some people must travel to make a 
phone call, saying, "We are four kilometres away from the city, and we would like to 
have phones in our village." Inhabitants of Rahovec/Orahovac want to re-establish 

Facts about lines abroad so they can keep in touch with 
relatives, and an inhabitant of Istog/lstok 
municipality says, "there is a need for a phone 
network in the villages, so we can communicate 
with the world." 

· .Telecommunication· & Post. 

· 91- of the 130 post offices in K6sovo on~ 
"Operational. Stamps,in denominoii~ns '. 
from .20·2 OM are available to s'end " 
moil,in Kos~vo or.i!lternqtionolly.~ -

:. BeIore _the cOnflict, KOSQYo' hod the ~: ~ -
second lowest pho~~ penetratio~ r~t~ in _. 
Europe with on average of six·lines'per' 
.1 O~ residents. ~~ . . .' : 

· At present, there are'120,boo fi~ed 'Irne 
s~bscribers ocross Kos6vo,·~equ6I1ing ·on 
estimated sixteen lines- per 1 00 r~sid€mts; 
~ 'Eight million'Euro,hos be'~n commilt~d'. 
to restoring the po'st and. '.. _ ': 
telec'ommunication syStem, inc_luding' 2 
million,'for the postal system ond-6 
mi[lion for telecommunicotion:services. 

• UNMIK Deparlm~nt of Post and .
,Telecommunications 

•• "Kosovo: Reconstruction 2000" .. 
European Union/UNMIK Deportment of 
Re~onstruction, April 2000 pp79. • 

Youth and Telecommunications 

The importance of re-establishing a regular tele
communication system is also highlighted by youth 
groups who see it as the path towards regular 
Internet connection. A young man from a Kame
nice/Kamenica Youth Round Table writes, "Estab
lishing telecommunications is the third most im
portant issue to me because then we can develop 
by having connection to the Internet." while a fel
low participant believes that IIconcerning telecom
munications, the only problem for now is the 
Internet." Another young man from Istog/lstok 
wryly notes that it would be good to establish 
landlines again because "we are tired of people 
with mobile phones!" 



14. Cultural Activities 

CII/tura/acTivities must be gil'en speda/ atfCllIioll because offhe needJor physical and 
memo! relaxation (~fter all the lIIisc/lie/fiIe people (~l Kosovo /tm'c been tlllvtlgh. 

A professor from Prishtina/Pristina 

Perhaps given the immediacy 6f so many other more concrete concerns, coupled with 
the fact that five issues hod to be priaritised as "less important," cultural activities ronks 
fourteenth. Many people, nevertheless, feel the issue is important enough to include it 
among their top three "most important issues." In general, they suggest that on em· 
phasis on cultural activities is inherently important for the development of a society, 
that it would have a relaxing and therapeutic effect upon those who have suffered in 
post years, and that it would have a positive impact upon restless youths. 

Advancing Culture 

Many people emphasise the importance of cultural activities in advancing Kosovo 
society. "Culture is above all," writes an electro-engineer from Prishtina/Pristino, 'IIS0 if 
we do not toke up cultural activities then we will lock in many fields, including health 
and fitness." In Peje/Pec a woman agrees, "There is a need for authentic cultural 
development." According to a man in' Prizren, "there were not many sports associa
tions or dancing graups, but we would now welcome activities of physical and mental 
relaxation:" Likewise, a professor in Prishtino/Pristina writes that cultural activities "hove 
to be given special attention because of the need for physical and mental relaxation 
after all the mischief the people of Kosova have been through." 

Cultural Activities and Youth 

Young people are often mentioned as needing additional cultural facilities and events 
in which to engage themselves. "Over the past ten years," writes a man from Mitrovice/ 
Mitravica, "this issue hasn't hod great importance for us, which is why we should now .. 
put greater emphasis on this. Our youth need some cultural activities and a place in 
which to conduct them." A biologist also suggests that "youths need more places to 
engage in activities, such as places to play sports." An agronomist in Suhareke/~'JVa 
Reke also writes, "we need more sports halls in this region." In Viti/yitina one man 
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writes that "The youth of Kasava can forget their war trau
mas only if they get involved in different sports and musi
cal activities." In Prishtina/Pristina a dermatologist sug
gests, "We should introduce sports and cultural activities 
more to our children so they do not go out to discotheques 
so often. We should lead young people toward activities 
that will contribute to their health and welfare. We also 
need more debates between student a!'sociatians to dis
cuss the present problems, and also to t 'ach them how to 
communicate through the Internet and "at spend all of 
their free time in cafes." 



'15. Public Transportation 

We need buses/or teacher.\', studlnlts and workers. 

Public transportation, while nat a tap priority, was 
nevertheless particularly important to some 
individuals. Those living in rural areas cite 
transportation as a problem because it functions 
erratically at best, while those in urban areas are 
frustrated by its lack of co-ordination, Public 
transportation in Kosovo is operating at 20% 
capacity of what it was before the conflict' and 
many people living in more isolated lacations are 
feeling the effects, As a man in Dragash/Dragas 
argues, "there is simply no regular public transport 
in our municipality and we would like to do 
something about it," Likewise, an economist from 
Skenderaj/Srbica notes that lack of buses makes 
the daily trip to school extremely difficult for some 
students, "We have students coming here from' 
many outlying villages," he says "and they have 
no public transport, Should they then walk every 
day?" 

In the cities, residents do not criticise the lack of 
public transport, but rather its confused and 
chaotic nature, A resident of Prishtina/Pristina 
says that "public transport should be more 
organised, not in the wild way it is here," while 

" another Prishtina/Pristina resident complains that 
the traffic is geHing worse due to unregulated mini
vans and polluting buses, Those who feel public 
transport is a problem want their leaders to 
establish a more regular system to reach the 
villages and to regulate public transport, 

J Kosovo Consolidated Budget 1 Jonuary- 3 1 December 2000. 

A resident of Kamenice/Kamenica 
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Additional Issues 

Security, Safety 
and Law Enforcement 

Ho'e are tired (~rIiFiflg in/ear of viole lice . It is timeJor Kosovo to be governed by the rule n.llaw. 

A resident of Malisheve/Malisevo 

Among the issues not covered in the UNMIK Regulation on Self-Governance of Munici
palities in Kosovo but raised by people as a serious community concern, security, public 
safety and law enforcement were mentioned most often. The need to "stop the via' 
lence" is spoken of frequently. While UN Civil police will ;;'aintain responsibility for 
these matters, people believe that the situation in their communities must be. improved. 
Many suggest that crime is increasing, the criminals are rarely caught, lawlessness is 
becoming endemict and people's safety is at risk. "Crime increases daily," states a 
woman from Giakava/Diakovica, "and the police are unable to do anything. We 
need our ow~ police who know the communities, can find these people and bring 
them to justice." Others agree: "For security/' states a man in Molisheve/Malisevo," 
we need to institute the rule of law and to have Kosovar police. With all due respect, 
police from many countries do not know us, our communities, our language, customs 
or culture. It is therefore difficult for them to help us or to' effectively investigate crime." 
Another man agrees, and adds tha't "To move forward, we require the rule of law, 
which in turn requires that Kosovo have a constitution and functioning courts and 
police." People want to remove the element of fear which many state is part of their 
daily life, "To be safe, to stop the killings, looting, kidnapping, - that is to have a quiet 
and safe life - without any feor" as a pensioner in Prishtina/Pristina says. 
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Women's Emancipation 

The progress oj KO.HH'O requires the emancipation o/women. 

A man from Gllogovc/Glogovac 

Related ta the issue of security and rule of law is the frequently mentioned issue af 
violence against women and women's rights. '~t the present time," write as professor 
from Gjakova/Djakovica, "the violence is increasing. We don't have laws that can 
protect women, and women don't have adequate rights. My request to our leaders is 
to work more in this direction." Others agree, and believe the status of women in 
Kosovo must be. critically examined. Some women relate stories of discrimination 
against women entering the workforce, and ask that they be given equal consideration 
by.employers. An extremely vocal group of men in Gllogovc/Glogovac note that 
"traditionally, women have had a low standard of education in Kosovo. We are aware 
that without women's emancipation, the society cannot move forward" Progress must 
be made on this issue, they add, in order for "women to have equal rights with men." 
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Minority Perspectives 

Offr movement is limi;cd to Twenty/eel in frolll of our buildiJlg. 

Serb resident of Prishtina/Pristina 

Approximately 15 % of the Voters' Voices meetings were made up exclusively of mem
bers of a minority group. While a difference of 'interest is apparent in some of the 
additional priorities they raise such as security, freedom of movement and safe and 
equal access to schools and health care, a number of conCerns raised by minorities 
are similar to those voiced by the rest of the population. Health care is the top priority 
raised by minority groups, followed by economic development and employment, wa
ter, minority protection and electricity. While these priorities, with the exception of 
minority protection, are comparable to the ranking they were given Kosovo-wide, they 
are often approached from a slightly different angle, explored below. This section is 
intended to convey a sense of the minority perspectives not represented elsewhere in 
this publication. It cannot claim to be an exhaustive survey of minority priorities nor is 
it intended to be representative of all Kosovo's diverse and distinct minority popula
tions~ Instead its function is to highlight issues upon which minorities have a different 
perspective, or to mention issues not falling under the competencies listed by the UNMIK 
Regulation on Self-Governance of Municipalities in Kosovo. 

Health Care 

Health care is listed as the first priority by minorities for many reasons similar to those 
of the rest of the population. People cite overcrowded hospitals, poor hygiene, expensive 
drugs and treatments and outdated equipment as concerns. The primary difference 
lies in their comments about access to health care. The most frequent remark about' 
health care is that its coverage is poor and the distances some minorities must travel
sorne as for as Serbia - to obtain medical treatment. A Serb from Rahovec/Orahovac 
w'riies "we must improve health care by opening clinics we can use, to employ every 
kind af specialist and to have enough medicines for all patients," while a Roma resident 
of Gracanica states that, because of the current security situation and his fear af going 
in to Prishtina/Pristina, he must go all the way to Nis (Serbia proper) for a hospital visit. 
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Minority groups also coil for sufficient security to visit nearby hospitals, or the 
establishment of more village clinics which they feel safe in using. 

Economic Development and Emp!oyment 

Li~e the rest of Kosovo, minority members identify the economy and lack of jobs as an 
important priority which should be oddressed. Members of the Ramo community in 
Gracanica ore concerned by the large number of Roma who are unemployed. "We 
Roma who have stayed in Gracanica," states an inhabitant, "will accept any kind of 
job. We need to feed our families." Other Roma firmly maintain that they are 
discriminated against when seeking employment. Serbs in Rahovec/Orahovac are 
concorned about the lack of employment opportunities for their community while a 
Serb resident of Prishtina/Pristina states "economic renewal is our first task." 

Stll:u>'ity and Freedom of Movement 

Addidonal issues whi~h minority groups raise and rank very highly are security and 
freedom of movement. Security is mentioned os a very high priority among the Serb 
and Roma participants. Even when they have the opportunity to walk outside of enclaves, 
they mention feelings of everyday insecurity and fear; fear while walking on the streets, 
fear while visiting friends, fear while performing every day chores such as shopping for 
groceries or picking up prescriptions at the pharmacy. In Ulpiana, Prishtina/Pristina 
they mention incidents such as stoning or being pelted with garbage within their 
apartment complex, while in Rahovec/Orahovac people are of raid of violent assault. 
Rising levels of violence: are a concern across Kosovo; however, the minority groups in 
particular fear the continued ethnically motivated attacks and kidnappings. "The 
numerous abductions and arsons," states a Serb from OrahovoclRahovec "have caused 
Serbs to move out on a perpetual basis because they do not feel safe." Security issues 
cre also a concern for members of the Roma population: "Increasing police can 
minimise crime and" violence," writes a man from Klina/e and others agree, listing 
se~urity as one of their main priorities. 

'Freedom of movement is another issue stressed by the Serb participants in particular. 
"Serbs in Rahovec/Orahovac," writes an inhabitant "Iive in a gheHo in on area of less 
than 1000 square meters. Any attempt to leave can result in abduction so the only way 
'to move from the territory of the ghetto is with an international escort." They ask to be 
able to move freely on the streets, to visit relatives and friends in Serb enclaves as well 
as relatives in Serbia. "Our movement is limited to twenty feet in front of our building," 
w~tes a Serb resident of Prishtina/Pristina. "We want to be able to leave and return to 
Pristina/Prishtina in safety," A Roma from Pristina/Prishtina adds, "we need to have 
freedom of movement, to be able to move without fear and caution." Freedom of 
movement for some translates into freedom to use public transportation within Kasovo 
and some minority members remark that they are wary of using local public transport 
for fear of ethnic intimidation. Serb residents of Ajnovce maintain they lack freedom of 
movement because the bus from Kamenice/kamenica will not continue on to the Serb 
area. One man claims however, even if it did, "the people are too scared to take 
public transport anyway because they have experienced provocation, and the fees are 
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they mention feelings of everyday insecurity and fear; fear while walking on the streets, 
fear while visiting friends, fear while performing every day chores such as shopping for 
groceries or picking up prescriptions at the pharmacy. In Ulpiana, Prishtina/Pristina 
they mention incidents such as stoning or being pelted with garbage within their 
apartment complex, while in Rahovec/Orahovac people are afraid of violent assault. 
Rising levels of violence ore a concern across Kosovo; however, the minority groups in 
particular fear the continued ethnically motivated attacks and kidnappings. "The 
numerous abductions and arsons," states a Serb from Rahovec/Orahovac "have caused 
Serbs to move out on a perpetual basis because they do not feel safe." Security issues 
are also a concern for members of the Roma population: IIlncreasing police can 
minimise crime and violence," writes a man from Kline/Kline and others agree, listing 
security as one of their main priorities. 

Freedom of movement is another issue stressed by the Serb participants in particular. 
"Serbs in Rahovec/Orahovac," writes an inhabitant "live in a ghetto in an area of less 
than 1 000 square meters. Any attempt to leave can result in abduction so the only way 
to move from the territory of the ghetto is with an international escort." They ask to be 
able to move freely on the streets, to visit relatives and friends in Serb enclaves as well 
as relatives in Serbia. "Our movement is limited to twenty feet in front of our building," 
writes a Serb resident of Prishtina/Pristina. "We want to be able to leave and return to 
Prishtina/Pristina in safety." A Roma from Prishtina/Pristina adds, "we need to have 
freedom of movement, to be able to move without fear and caution." Freedom of 
movement for some translates into freedom to use public transportation within Kosovo 
and some minority members remark that they are wary of using local public transport 
for fear of ethnic intimidation. Serb residents of Ajnovce maintain that they lack freedom 
of movement because the bus from Kamenice/Kamenica will not cantinue on to the 
Serb area. One man claims however, even if it did t lithe people are too scared to take 
public transport anyway because they have experienced provocation, .and the fees are 
in OM instead of Dinar," 

Other issues raised exclusively by the Serb participants are the return of displaced 
Serbs, and the freedom to sell or use their property. Finally; all minority groups express 
the feeling that inter-ethnic relations must find some sort of balance within Kosovo. 
"First of all," writes a man from the Serb quarter of Rohovec/Orahovac "we must 
establish respect for human rights in Kosovo for all ethnicities." The call for ethnic 
tolerance and general weariness of the current tense situation is evident in many people's 
remarks, as they look towards a more hopeful vision of the future. "In my opinion," 
states a. Serb from Rahovec/Orahovac, "we should work with the Albanians to do 
everything possible to bring life back to normal." 
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Priorities by Region 

Priuon Mitrovice/Mitrovica Prisiltinq/Pri;!ina Pojo/Poc ~Gjilon/Gni'lane 

1 Hoo!:h ec"o Honlth .::;oro Hoolih 0:"0 Edvtofion educolion 

2 Edv~tkm fo:/tlo;Q1ion Edv<Q1ion Hool1h coro H.oI1h cor. 
Economic Economic Economic Econorn:c 

3 ~\lelop~NI Social $erYicse D .... ~ot:m.n!/ De .... lopmenlj ~vclopmenll 
.nl Emol""men' Emt>loymen' Ennol""".~nl 

~ WoIc< Hou~in9 Wa10r Ho""ne Social Sorvic;t;:; 

Ec.ooomic 
5 S«im Servicea. D.""lopmanl/ 

Eml'l.,ym ... 1 
Housing Social Sarvioas EI&ctricity 

6 Bcdridly Water eloclridly Wol"" Wr:ADr 

7 Rood. Bedridty Sodol ~",lce, 8e:tri:ily envil"Q n"""lo1 
Protodion 

B Hou;ing IOxId. Rood. Rood. Roa<b 

9 EnvirQ(lI'Tll:AAlI 
Gorbcse 

Environmontd Envlror\lTlQn:QI Go/bage 
Protedion Pl<iledion Prol<!dion 

10 SowoS· Sawaeo Garbago /;I'non.y 
Houiing Proledioo 

II T II!!le~.onwru.m'o:Ill Envilonl'l'lental 
Sow"IJO Garbog<l CuIIu", 

on!> orld Pasl P'roI!-dlor'l 

1'2 Minorlry Culaure MlnotilY Telecommunle T .1;""m/OOf\I<a:1 
Pro-todton Pro!odion alton~ and Po.1 gn:;; and Po:;t 

13 GaJbose 
TolOQ;lmmunicoli Tdl;:CQmmunil;Q! 

Ctdlure 5""", Bl' on. and I."" i~and Pcr.1 

Id Cullu". I.~nofity CullU'te Sewcgc Minority 
ProCedion Proledioo 

16 
Public Public. Public Public Public 
T mnspalolioo Trcu~pcfl(Jllon T t'(JM~portollon Transpodotion Tran~p:c1o!lon 
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